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Chapter 1241  

Ambrose and Matthew looked at each other. 

They could tell that Lord Voodoo had led them out on purpose in order to keep them away from 

Woodside, and then kill them out here. 

This place was extremely remote, and people from Woodside wouldn't be able to find them easily. 

Ambrose clenched his fists and walked forward slowly. 

"Lord Voodoo, do you think you alone can kill me?" 

Lord Voodoo laughed out loud. 

"I know.Matthew must have given you an antidote that can restrain my venomous creatures.So if it's 

just me, it's definitely not enough.However, with the addition of these few people, it should be no 

problem to kill you!" 

As he said this, a few people quietly walked out of the woods nearby. 

The head of the group was a short, stout man. 

Ambrose's complexion changed when he saw this man. 

"The Soul Hunter!?" 

was here, he 

killer he had arranged in Matthew's villa before.He thought that the skinny man was Hunter, but he 

didn't 

Robert and the others did not aim 

they wanted to 

did so many things to 

thin man sent out before was only Hunter's apprentice, but not Hunter 

take the shot for the Sandel Family once, so of course Robert 

had made two 

the poisonous tea and then kill Matthew in the dungeon, then they 

if that plan didn't work, then they would lead Ambrose and Matthew to this location and kill them 

that he would kill for them only once.So, 

Ambrose's expression turned cold. 

addition of Hunter, it would prove to be a difficult fight! He looked at Matthew, who nodded slowly in 



Ambrose gritted his teeth. 

that we can't leave without a fight! And since that's the case, tonight, we'll solve this 

jacket and shouted, "Matthew, just try to last however long you 

Lord Voodoo like a bullet shot out 

dare to be careless and 

other, and Lord 

waste any words as he shot out with all his strength, and his 

moment, Hunter let out a sneer, and several apprentices beside him 

Chapter 1242 

Hunter turned around and fought with Matthew with all his might. 

Matthew had to admit that the strength of this top killer in Eastshire was really terrifying. 

The killer's movements were unique and unpredictable, but the most important thing was that he was 

much stronger than Matthew. 

Not long after the two fought, Matthew was punched by Hunter. 

Matthew tasted a tangy sweetness in his throat and almost spurted out a mouthful of blood. 

However, he swallowed the blood abruptly, and simultaneously ran the essential Qi of the Divine Skill in 

his body, gradually unloading the power of Hunter's punch. 

Before the battle, Matthew also ate a mini Analeptic Pill to prevent such a situation. 

Facts had proven that Matthew's choice was correct.He received Hunter's punches one after another, 

but he still managed to hold on. 

Not only that, but he also seized the opportunity to severely injure one of Hunter's apprentices. 

In the beginning of the battle, Hunter didn't take Matthew seriously at all. 

However, it took him and a few apprentices joining forces to besiege Matthew, who even killed one of 

his apprentices, which made him extremely angry. 

"Kid, I'll kill you!" 

let out an angry roar.His hits became even more 

hits, Matthew 

Hunter directly, 

he would definitely suffer if he fought him 

such a roundabout way, Hunter couldn't do anything about him 



him several times, which made him even more violent, and he started 

but led him in circles around 

was gradually at a disadvantage, and the fight was getting difficult 

a situation, he couldn't help 

and is taking you around in circles.Are you really going to let him make a 

time that Hunter realized that something was wrong.He turned around immediately, wanting to 

Matthew took the opportunity to pounce and continued to engage him 

times, Hunter was provoked again and 

seized the opportunity and hit Lord Voodoo's chest with 

spat out a mouthful of 

"Hunter!" 

Lord Voodoo roared angrily. 

shocked when he 

are so shameless! I'm done playing 

that, he turned around and rushed 

but Hunter was 

this point, he even chose to take the risk of being attacked by Matthew than to continue engaging 

immediately rushed over and fought against Ambrose together 

Chapter 1243  

At this point, Matthew was also fighting Hunter desperately as he was on borrowed time. 

As long as Ambrose could kill Lord Voodoo before the pill wore off, then he still had hope! To his dismay, 

Lord Voodoo saw into Matthew's situation. 

All of a sudden, he said loudly, "Hunter, don't worry! This kid merely ate a pill that increased his energy, 

and it won't last long.When the pill's efficacy is worn off, he will be nothing more than a waste! Hold on 

for a while longer.They'll be dead for sure!" 

Hunter was overjoyed and simply turned around to run away, no longer confronting Matthew directly. 

Matthew chased Hunter for a while but couldn't catch up with him, so he could only deal with all of 

Hunter's apprentices first. 

Though Hunter watched his apprentices being severely injured, he ignored them all. 



Right now, he should be focused on delaying time and wait for Matthew's pill's effects to completely 

wear off. 

Matthew could also feel that the energy in his body was gradually recovering. 

In other words, the efficacy of this energy pill was almost gone. 

Once the energy pill lost effect but both Hunter and Lord Voodoo were still alive, then Matthew and 

Ambrose would end up dead. 

that the situation was dire.He took a deep breath, and turned 

expect that Matthew would suddenly attack him, so he couldn't help 

considered to be extremely 

spot, crawled over from under Matthew's 

Ambrose's side and handed 

and in the eyes of outsiders, it seemed as if Matthew and Ambrose 

Matthew, 

another five minutes, Matthew's body gradually paled, and his movements became 

the end, Matthew seemed to have lost all his strength and slumped onto 

Voodoo saw 

medicine is no longer effective, so he is a waste now, and he has no power to resist! 

eyes flashed fiercely, and he rushed toward Matthew with the dagger in his hand aimed directly 

this, and hurriedly wanted to rush over 

hold Ambrose back now, not giving him a chance to 

about to 

which had been hanging down, lifted 

his wrist and snatched the dagger from his 

the knife around and 

 

Chapter 1244  

Hunter's cooperation with Lord Voodoo truly forced Ambrose to keep retreating. 

The two of them were overjoyed. 

If they could kill Ambrose first, then Matthew would surely die too! But as Ambrose stepped back, they 

didn't notice that Ambrose had secretly taken the energy pill given to him by Matthew. 



Ambrose deliberately stepped back as a show of weakness, while he was actually just waiting for an 

opportunity. 

Finally, Ambrose found one. 

Immediately, he slammed into Hunter's chest violently, knocking his entire body into the air. 

Immediately after, he took a shot with all his strength. 

Like a lion pouncing on a rabbit, he quickly charged at Lord Voodoo. 

Ambrose's strength had been enhanced by the energy pill. 

At this point, Lord Voodoo was not even close to being his opponent. 

Lord Voodoo was also shocked to see this happen.He hurriedly turned to dodge, but how could he 

outrun Ambrose? It didn't take long for him to be caught up by Ambrose, and he received a heavy blow 

from the man. 

After suffering this massive loss, Lord Voodoo was also furious.He whistled and opened his mouth to spit 

out his Immortal Charm. 

it immediately moved to become 

Voodoo took the opportunity to make a sneak attack and 

and, at the 

the Immortal Charm and landed a few heavy punches on 

after being beaten up this heavily, black ooze 

Lord Voodoo 

rapidly getting old, and his full black hair had turned gray in 

like a middle-aged man, but after a while, wrinkles appeared on his forehead, and 

help 

was completely 

hand, 

Voodoo was 

was entirely because of the 

curse, and if it suffered from 

this type of aging 

the Immortal Charm returned to normal in the 

was usually unwilling to use the 



the Immortal Charm suffering heavy injuries! However, he had no other choice but to go all out in this 

moment of 

"Hunter!" Lord Voodoo roared. 

with all your might! Otherwise, we both have to 

it was not like he had another choice.He roared and charged forward, joining forces with Lord 

battle that lasted nearly 

Chapter 1245  

Lord Voodoo looked smug. 

"What's wrong? Are you giving up because you know that you're doomed? Don't worry.The Frost Charm 

can't kill a person.It'll only stay in your body, causing your entire body to completely freeze over until 

you lose consciousness and become brain dead! Of course, you'll still be alive and your consciousness 

will still exist, so you won't die.But, what's the difference from being brain dead? Hahaha..." 

As Lord Voodoo spoke, he whistled as if giving an order to the toad. 

The toad then jumped up and hopped in Matthew's direction. 

Lord Voodoo hated Matthew to the core, so the first person he wanted to kill was Matthew. 

Matthew's eyes were desperate. 

At that moment, he didn't have the power to resist. 

If the Frost Charm really came over, he couldn't do anything about it. 

On the other hand, a smug smile was spread widely across Lord Voodoo's face.However, a person 

suddenly stood up from a near distance.It was Crystal. 

After she was injured by Lord Voodoo, she had been lying on the ground for the entire time and 

witnessed everything that had just happened. 

when he 

and 

but Matthew cried out, "No! Lord Voodoo is covered in poison.Although he can't move now, he can still 

aback when he heard this.He didn't 

stunned, and she looked at the 

"Then...what should I do?" 

teeth and said solemnly, "Leave immediately and 

leave, but she suddenly stopped in 

now, wouldn't you all be in danger? Matthew, you...you're trying 



expression changed slightly.She had hit the nail on its head—he wanted to 

Harrison.Go and seek help..." Matthew 

it.You just wanted to get rid of me! I'm not leaving! I will never 

words, Matthew began 

leave 

so be it! I'm 

a big stone 

shouted frantically, "Don't! Once the Frost Charm is broken, the icy air inside will leak out and kill 

everyone 

Crystal panicked. 

"Then...what can I do?" 

Chapter 1246  

Everyone at the scene was stunned. 

No one had expected that Crystal would actually pick up the Frost Charm and run away. 

Even Lord Voodoo was dumbfounded. 

He had said those words on purpose in an attempt to scare away Crystal, but he didn't think Crystal 

would actually give up her life for Matthew! As Ambrose looked at Crystal's retreating back, his 

expression changed sharply. 

"Crystal! Crystal!" 

There was no answer. 

Not long after, everyone heard a sound of something falling to the ground in the distance. 

It was clear that Crystal couldn't hold on anymore. 

However, Matthew knew that this was the result of the Frost Charm entering her body. 

At that moment, Crystal had already been frozen! A heavy silence fell. 

was 

trembled as he glared straight in the direction that Crystal left, a 

he screamed, he still couldn't stand 

exhausted all his strength, and he could only lie 

Lord Voodoo and Hunter were extremely 

woman crazy? That's the Frost Charm she's dealing with.Does she want 



Lord Voodoo scolded angrily. 

Hunter gritted his teeth. 

any other worms? Let's get rid of these 

have the jade pendant left by the Charm Master, which can resist most of the worms in Orleans.Out of 

all the 

concentration to regain his strength.He knew that 

his hands 

heart, and advanced the Divine Skill to the extreme in hopes of regaining his 

longer cared about Lord Voodoo and Hunter.He just wanted to 

Divine Skill revolved frantically, and powerful forces constantly tore Matthew's 

was simply not something that ordinary people 

would cause irreparable damage to his meridians and 

were constantly torn apart, and the powerful force made blood ooze from almost every 

pendant which had 

seemed to feel 

Chapter 1247 

 Hunter was overjoyed when he saw this scene. 

"That's great! Q-Quick, kill them!" 

Lord Voodoo didn't speak, and his expression was extremely cold. 

"You two b*stards, you actually made me swallow the flesh of the Immortal Charm! I'm not letting you 

go until I make you suffer to death!" 

Lord Voodoo let out a frenzied roar. 

Swallowing the flesh of the Immortal Charm could indeed allow him to restore a lot of his strength in a 

short period of time. 

However, by doing this, the Immortal Charm would be heavily injured. 

The Immortal Charm was a part of him. 

Hence, if the Immortal Charm suffered a heavy blow, it also meant that Lord Voodoo would go through 

the same fate, and even his life span would be reduced. 

Most importantly, such injury to the Immortal Charm was permanent. 



In other words, Lord Voodoo was essentially sacrificing his own life span in exchange for recovering his 

strength. 

like an old man in 

and his 

of the chic middle- aged 

slowly walked in front of Ambrose and squatted 

one day you would kneel in 

Ambrose gritted his teeth. 

regret not killing you in 

Lord Voodoo laughed loudly. 

trash Shane were still alive, he probably 

suddenly changed.He hurriedly looked 

do with my father? Suddenly, Ambrose roared 

but was easily knocked to the ground by Lord 

me 

Lord Voodoo laughed arrogantly. 

to them, Matthew had 

His brother? If that's the case, why don't I remember having such an 

up and roared angrily, "Lord Voodoo, you are my mortal enemy now! Today, one of us must 

Lord Voodoo laughed wildly. 

Do you think that I will still die 

a punch on Ambrose 

and 

Chapter 1248  

Lord Voodoo roared and was about to make a move. 

At this moment, a shouting voice suddenly came from a distance. 

"Chief? Chief? Are you here?" 

The expressions of all four of the men fell. 

Hunter said frantically, "ls that the people of Woodside? They've found us!" 



Lord Voodoo's eyes widened, and he looked into the distance. 

Then, he gritted his teeth and grabbed Hunter before turning around and making a run for it.He didn't 

know how much Matthew's strength had recovered, or how long the battle would take. 

However, once the people of Woodside surrounded them, they would undoubtedly meet their death! 

After all, Lord Voodoo had not yet recovered his strength. 

Watching Lord Voodoo run away, Matthew finally breathed a sigh of relief.He hurriedly ran into the 

woods and searched around until he found Crystal lying on the ground. 

Her whole body was as pale as snow, as if she was shrouded in a layer of frost, and her eyebrows were 

frozen with ice. 

that moment, even her 

a pang of 

and embraced Crystal 

second, he channeled the inner energy of the Divine Skill into her body, temporarily 

and couldn't kill them, so Crystal's heart was still 

support her heartbeat, then picked her 

long after, the people from Woodside found 

scene, they were all taken aback, before they hurriedly assisted 

a mini Analeptic Pill and got Ambrose's men to bring a pot and a large wooden 

bought 

Ambrose immediately had his men 

complete, Matthew boiled a large 

the water started boiling, the room was filled with smoke and the strong scent 

of water with both hands and poured all of the contents into 

that, he 

covered in frost, Matthew took a deep breath and slowly removed the clothes from her 

didn't think anything about it 

slowly placed Crystal in the large wooden barrel and soaked her entire body in the medicinal 

more water to the pot and continued to 

frost on Crystal's body had already begun melting slowly, and her 

Chapter 1249  



Ambrose was taken aback.He frowned and looked at Matthew, asking, "What are you trying to say?" 

This incident seemed to have hit a nerve for him. 

Matthew replied softly, "Perhaps I should change my question.What is your relationship with Shane, The 

King of Northern Territory?" 

Bursting out in fury, Ambrose slapped his palm on the table and roared, "Matthew, you have crossed 

the line! I allowed you to stay in Woodside for Crystal's sake, but it doesn't mean you can do whatever 

you want here! You aren't qualified to ask about my affairs, let alone intervene in them! I'm warning 

you, don't ask anymore questions if you don’t want me to do anything to you!" 

However, Matthew was not fazed at all and stared straight at him. 

"Chief Larson, how did you and Lord Voodoo know each other? Why didn't you kill Lord Voodoo back 

then? Also, what does Lord Voodoo have to do with Shane's death?" 

Every time Matthew asked a question, Ambrose's expression became colder. 

In the end, Ambrose rose to his full height and pointed at Matthew, shouting, "Do you have a death 

wish? I can fulfill it for you!" 

even as he faced Ambrose, 

at Ambrose and asked pointedly, "Answer me! Are you a 

unable to bear it any longer, Ambrose roared and sent a heavy punch 

back then killed the entire Larson Family, but why didn't they kill you? Everyone in the Larson Family, 

from the elderly in their nineties to the children who were 

still.He didn't go after Matthew 

this moment, this burly man, who was as tough as a wall of steel, silently 

looked at Ambrose coldly without the slightest pity on his face.He didn't know how Ambrose survived, 

but he was certain that Ambrose was a part of the Larson 

the Larson Family was 

not doubt him? After 

stared at him for a long time before asking, "Who the hell 

asked you first.You should be the one 

Ambrose gritted his teeth. 

obligation to answer you!" Matthew 

many people in the Larson Family died in battle, but you survived, living in dishonor, and you're even 

abusing your 

was driven to anger 
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Matthew stared at Ambrose intently.He originally thought that he could ask Ambrose for clues about 

the family feud, but he hadn't expected that Ambrose didn't know a single thing. 

Nevertheless, he learned a very important thing from Ambrose. 

That was, Ambrose was actually from the Larson Family. 

Perhaps the family did something that hurt him back then, which caused him to keep his distance from 

them. 

However, it was clear that Ambrose still harbored affection for his family. 

Knowing these facts, Matthew was able to feel a lot more at ease. 

At least Ambrose remained loyal to the Larson Family from the beginning until now. 

In that case, Matthew could reveal his identity to Ambrose! He cleared his throat and looked around to 

make sure there was no one around before he said softly, "Uncle Ambrose, do you know who I am?" 

Ambrose looked at him in surprise. 

"What...What do you mean?" 

The sudden affectionate form of address from Matthew caught him off guard, making him unable to 

grasp the situation. 

beat, Matthew immediately 

recognize this 

in 

sacred jade pendant handed down by the Larson Family ancestors? Why is it in your hands? 

"My father left this 

"Your father?! Your father stole the Larson 

burst out in anger, his fists clenched 

that he was planning to 

out his phone and opened a picture of his 

do you 

a glance at the phone 

while, he suddenly burst 

my sister-in- law! Back then, if it weren't for her, I...I would have died 

softly, "She is 



he looked 

"A-Are you serious?" 

Matthew slowly nodded. 

father is Shane Larson, the King 

at Matthew for a long 

of a sudden, he fell to his knees, his lips trembling 

"G-Greetings, Young Master..." 

 


